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Understanding Copper 
 

When you need to refresh and rejuvenate the body, the bath can be the best place to do it. All of 
Novatto's copper products are hand crafted by our master artisans in southern Mexico. Through 
years of skill, passion and expertise our copper products carry a timeless look and feel. Each copper 
product involves thousands of hammer strikes in order to meet our high quality standards. 

Value 
When purchasing a copper sink there are several factors that affect cost and overall quality. Just 
looking at the lowest price tag may not always mean you are getting the best value. Here a couple 
things to look for: 

 Hand hammered versus machine pressed 

 Overall gauge thickness 

 Grade of the copper used to make the sink 

 Solid copper sink versus a coated sink 

Quality 
Our master artisans may work on a piece over a series of days and in some cases weeks. Our copper 
sinks and tubs are created entirely by hand using the same ancient hammered techniques passed 
down from generations. The handcrafted process makes each piece unique reflecting its own 
character, personality and consistency of the hammer indentations.  

Every Novatto single wall copper sink is constructed of extra thick 14 gauge copper making them the 
thickest vessels on the market while others may be made from 15 or even 16 gauge copper. View the 
chart below to see the difference.  

             Novatto                Other copper vessels on the market 

 

Purity 
Novatto's copper sinks are made from the purest copper while going through many stages of product 
control. Novatto's copper is 100% recycled and lead free. 
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Eco Friendly 
With a care for the world we live in Novatto constantly looks for new innovative ways to offer a more 
a sustainable solution. By selecting a copper sink from Novatto you can be sure it was crafted out of 
recycled copper, packaged with recycled materials and consolidated for lower shipping costs. 

Timeless Beauty 
Copper is one of the oldest metal known to mankind and has been used for centuries. Copper is a 
living metal and will change according to its surroundings with character and beauty. This innate 
feature with hammered artisanship gives the bath or kitchen a timeless feel. 
 
Health Benefits 
Along with timeless beauty copper sinks also provide health benefits. Copper has the inherent ability 
to kill a variety of potentially harmful pathogens. Copper is antibacterial, killing most bacteria within a 
couple hours. For example, if someone sneezes into a copper sink, the sink will disinfect itself 
naturally within a couple hours versus a stainless steel sinks may take days with soap and water. 
 
Please review this handy guide of various materials prior to choosing your material.  

Characteristics Copper  Stainless Steel Granite Composite 

Stain Resistant Yes Yes Yes 

Anti-bacterial Yes No No 

Heat Resistant No Yes No 

Consistent Color Yes Yes Yes 

Natural Material Yes No No 

Hand Crafted Yes No No 

Care and Maintenance Moderate Low Moderate 

Overview 
All of our products are 100% hand hammered from recycled copper. This tradition of copper crafts 
and artwork has been handed down from generation to generation by the families of our artisans 
since the 1500's. Novatto’s master artisans who make our beautiful copper sinks start by melting 
down recycled copper and then pour the liquid copper into molds in order to create copper sheets. A 
typical sink takes 30,000 hammered strikes to complete. Through years of skill and experience passed 
down from generations the end result is a one of a kind work of art. Novatto’s copper sinks are an 
excellent way to add value to your existing home no manmade material can ever do. 

Each piece of copper features its own natural beauty of color, structural character and texture adding 
a sense of purity, elegance and distinctive look to any design. Copper sinks can be used either in 
powder rooms as a centerpiece or in a master bedroom for everyday use. Hand hammered copper 
cannot be compared to the everyday synthetic porcelains and ceramics. 
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Copper Care and Maintenance 
 
Copper has been used for thousands of years and is easy to maintain since it does not show 
fingerprints as stainless steel and other metals would. For basic cleaning, simply use a mild soap and 
water as other cleaners typically are not necessary. Products such as Renaissance Wax or Flitz Wax 
may be applied to the copper surface periodically to give it lasting protection. These suggested seals 
will help maintain the luster of the copper and provide better water runoff. Leave the water running 
while working with acidic foods or pastes to avoid any reaction. To keep copper sinks free of hard 
water stains simply dry it with a soft cloth after each use.  
 
Copper is a living metal and the patina of our Antique and Natural finishes will all naturally continue 
to patina over time; meaning they may become a richer, darker color. However, if you would like to 
keep the copper sink looking like it did when first installed, we recommend waxing the sink every 2-3 
months. Our copper sinks are not lacquered or sealed in the manufacturing process and will react to 
their environment as they develop character. If acidic items such as lemons, ketchup, or red wine sit 
on these finishes for an extended period of time the finish may be affected, but since copper is a 
living metal it will heal or re-patina itself over time; often in a matter of days. The beauty of copper is 
it is ever changing and no two pieces are ever alike giving you a one of a kind work of art!  
 
Caution 
When using copper kitchen sinks it is very important not to place extremely hot pots or pans (directly 
from the stove) on the sink or leave them for extended periods of time as the finish can be 
temporarily affected. 
 
Warning 
Copper sinks can be harmed using some copper cleaners. Copper cleaners can be abrasive and 
scratch the surface of the copper sink. Also, do not use corrosives such as chlorine, concentrated 
vinegar, abrasive cleaners, citric acids like lemon or orange juice, or harsh chemicals as these 
substances may remove the patina.  
 
Fight Bacteria with Copper 
Science now proves copper kills 99% of bacterial, including bugs like MRSA within two hours of 
contact. Copper disinfects itself within eight hours of contact versus a stainless steel sink may take up 
two days with soap and water! Copper ions are soluble in water, where they function at low 
concentration as bacteriostatic substances and fungicides. For this reason, copper can be used as an 
anti-germ surface that can add to the anti-bacterial features of your home.   
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Copper Frequently Asked Questions 
 

Will my copper product from Novatto turn color over time? 
Since copper is a living material copper can tarnish or darken with time. However this is the very 
reason why homeowners love copper. As it as can darken with time, it adds charm along with it! 
 
Are there clips included with my copper undermount sinks? 
Novatto does not provide sink clips because we can’t anticipate the counter material that will be 
used; mounting clips can be provided by any professional installer. 
 
What is meant by gauge?  
The gauge of copper refers to the thickness of the metal. The lower the gauge, the thicker the 
material. For instance, our 14 gauge copper would be thicker than a 16 or 18 gauge copper. 
 
What gauge of copper is used in my copper sink? 
All of Novatto’s copper vessels are a 14 gauge copper, some of the thickest on the market today. The 
bathroom undermount sinks are made from 18 gauge copper while the kitchen, bar and prep 
collection is all made from 16 gauge copper.  

What is Patina or a Living Finish? 
The beauty of copper is its living finish or patina. It builds overtime and works as a protective coating. 
The patina is a rich weathered finish with light and dark tones complementing each other and 
creating the unique effect of copper. It is also what gives copper its natural anti-bacterial properties. 
Certain chemicals can strip the patina. These products will remove the finish leaving your sink shiny: 
Soft Scrub, Clorox Bleach, Drano, or Acids. However, because it is a living finish, it will heal itself. Over 
time the copper sink will gradually return to the rich brown color and cover up spots or scratches. 

What is best way to care for my Novatto copper sink? 
Copper is amazingly easy to maintain since it does not show fingerprints as stainless steel and other 
metals do. For basic cleaning, simply use a mild soap and water as other cleaners typically are not 
necessary. Products such as Renaissance Wax or Flitz Wax may be applied to the copper surface 
periodically to give it lasting protection.  

Is there a template available for the copper sinks? 
We do have exterior dimensions but currently don’t have exact spec sheets as each sink is hand 
crafted by our artisans. We recommend waiting to receive the actual sink before making any cuts. 

Do your copper sinks have overflows? 
No, none of our copper sinks have overflow holes. 

Considering these are handmade what differences should I expect?  
All our copper sinks are handmade from natural copper so variations in color or size are common. 
Although each one is handmade they can be used for a double vanity or similar instance. 
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Copper Sink Limited Lifetime Warranty 
 
Novatto products have been made under the highest standards of craftsmanship and quality. Due to 
the natural character of our handcrafted copper products and artisan process, variations in 
dimensions, color, surface, hue, hammering uniformity and finishes are expected and not considered 
defects.  These variations are more evident in our “natural finish” where some pieces will have 
variable areas of more black or brown. Novatto offers no warranty with respect to the finishes on the 
copper products, as the living finishes naturally change over time. Novatto’s copper sinks offer a 
warranty for defects in workmanship and/or materials for all of our collections when the product was 
purchased through an authorized Novatto dealer.  
 
Under no circumstance will Novatto or Novatto Inc. be held responsible for any damage as a result 
during or after product installation. We will not be responsible for any labor or installation charges, or 
any other expenses associated with a defective product. Novatto’s only responsibility is the 
replacement, exchange, or repair of a defective product. 
 
If you believe you have a warranty claim, contact Novatto, either through your local Dealer, Plumbing 
Contractor, Home Center, or by writing: Novatto, Inc., Attn.: Product Support, 27294 Kenworth Place, 
Suite 1, Harrisburg, SD, USA. Please be sure to provide all pertinent information regarding your claim, 
including a complete description of the problem, the product, model number, color, finish, the date 
the product was purchased and from whom the product was purchased. Also include your original 
invoice. For other information, or to obtain the name and address of the service and repair facility 
nearest you, email productsupport@novattoinc.com or write to the above address. 
 
Since copper is a living material each piece is unique and one of a kind. Due to the unique 
handcrafted art of Novatto’s copper products, the tolerance in size of our sinks is +/-0.5" and for our 
bathtubs it is +/-1.0". To be sure Novatto’s product fits perfectly in your home; we recommend 
purchasing the product first and fabricate according. 
 
Warning:  
Do not use corrosives such as chlorine, vinegar, abrasive cleaners, copper cleaners, and citric acids 
like lemon or orange juice, harsh chemicals or anything with ammonia or acid. These substances may 
remove the patina finish of a copper sink. However, if an acidic product removes some of the patina, 
do not worry the patina will return over time due to its living properties. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 


